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NEW RELEASES NO. 24 – 2019 
             
Mamadou Kelly: Les Bateaux 
CLECD 27 / € 9,95 / 0711574891825 / label: Clermont Music / format: CD / Mali – Popular 
CLELP 27 / € 17,45 / 0711574893010 / label: Clermont Music / format: LP / Mali – Popular (out 17/1/20) 

Kelly sings about life. He praises and thanks those who do admirable things. He evokes the spirits of 
collective memory. Seemingly simple, upon listening, his songs reveal multi-layered complexity. He is a 
master of the desert blues. His group on this album includes longtime colleague Aly Magassa (electric 
guitar), Kande Sissoko (ngoni), and Hamadoun "Afo" Guindo (percussion). They are joined on tracks by 
Malian musicians Adama Sidibe (balafon(, Madou Diabate (violin), and Hama Sangho (backup vocal), as 
well as American friends Jacob Silver (bass), Cindy Cashdollar (lap steel guitar), and David Rothenberg 
(clarinets). Les Bateaux was recorded live in Bamako and New York. CD has four bonus track. Listen. 

             
Kankou: Kuma (Out on Friday December 6

th
, 2019) 

CRR 1926 / € 9,45 / 0194491271442 / label: Cannery Row Records / format: CD / Mali – Popular 

Kankou Kouyate is a singer and songwriter, descended from three generations of Mali's greatest n'goni 
players. Her versatility and readiness to explore the possibilities of musical exchanges have allowed her to 
work with many of the most respected artists in Mali, including Toumani Diabate, Bassekou Kouyate and 
Cheick Tidiane Seck. She participated alongside Damon Albarn, Brian Eno, Nick Zinner and the Africa 
Express collective. Kankou met the Scottish musician and producer Mark Mulholland in Bamako. The 
musical connection between them became clear from their first meeting and the two artists created a 
repertoire of original songs ranging from acoustic folk and hypnotic blues to psychedelic rock, blending 
African and western influences in a fresh and innovative style. In order to incorporate electronic elements 
into the project, Mark called on the Parisian musician Olaf Hund, a friend and collaborator, with whom he had worked on the 
album "The Afro-Haitian Experimental Orchestra", with Tony Allen. The mixture of electronic beats with rock-, blues- and folk-
flavoured guitar and Kankou’s magical voice create a unique and enchanting musical tapestry. Listen to atrack. 

             
King’N’Doom feat. Cheikh Lo: King’N’Doom 
RR 1 / € 20,45 / 8595026642065 / label: Rustical Records / format: 12”+CD / Various – Fusion 
RR 2 / € 10,95 / 8595026642058 / label: Rustical Records / format: CD / Various – Fusion 

King'N'Doom is a unique project by Pavel Smid and Martin Piro along with Rustical Records, their recording 
studio and label. This album of original works takes its musical inspiration from a living dialogue between 
African and Czech musicians. It all started when the two met the Senegalese world music giant Cheikh Lo 
during the Czech Music Crossroads at the Colours of Ostrava festival in 2018. A spontaneous recording 
right on the spot in a car of a song called Jah’rabi was their first impulse towards creating a whole album 
with many participating musicians from around the country and the world. This album was recorded in 
cooperation with the Sono Records studios in Prague. Listen to a track. 
             
Eljuri: Resiste – La Coleccion Reggae De Eljuri 
MR 6147468 / € 9,95 / 0700261474687 / label: Manovill Records / format: CD / Ecuador-USA – Latin Rock 

Eljuri is so much more than just an artist, but a true musical storyteller, which combines powerful rhythms, 
with soulful lyrics and insightful ideas. The feel of Eljuri’s sonic aesthetics is perfectly represented within the 
artist’s new studio effort, a project titled 'Resiste: La Colección Reggae de Eljuri'. This release has 7 original 
songs, each showcasing a different side of the artist’s astonishing personality. There is something special 
about each track, because with every song comes a different mood. As a result, this release comes off as 
spontaneous and emotionally kaleidoscopic, making for a truly distinctive style. No song sounds like the 
next, or the one before, on ‘Resiste: La Colección Reggae de Eljuri’, yet they are all tied together by a 
common, sound, style, theme, and quality, which makes this album more than just a collection of songs by 
Eljuri. Listen.  
 
Also available: 
Eljuri: La Lucha 
MR6144454 / € 9,95 / 0700261444543 / label: Manovill Records / format: CD / Ecuador-USA – Latin-Rock  
Eljuri: Fuerte 
MR 6135083 / € 9,95 / 0700261350837 / label: Manovill Records / format: CD / Ecuador-USA – Latin-Rock 
Eljuri: En Paz 
MR 6123400 / € 9,95 / 0700261234007 / label: Manovil Records / format: CD / Ecuador-USA – Latin-Rock 

 

https://youtu.be/valGN-QkWxg
https://youtu.be/XAIrKoZLrj8
https://soundcloud.com/user-370314168/01-jahrabi-feat-cheikh-l-hawa
https://youtu.be/OjNbxwObAcs
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Donis: Bite Lingo & Kas Tave Saukia… 
DNG 60 / € 11,95 / 4770319525605 / label: Dangus / format: 2CD / Lithuania – Folk 

Two Donis albums, recorded with stunning voice singer Rasa Serra, 'Bite lingo' and 'Kas tave saukia...'. 
Recorded from 2000 to 2010 these albums mark the most impressive and idealistic period in multi 
instrumentalist Donatas Bielkauskas creations, that also have become a historic chapter of Baltic post-folk 
music. Both albums present arrangements of Lituanian historic war folklore, as well as original music, 
performed with a lot of traditional instruments and modern ones. Archaic folklore is delivered within 
electronic, acoustic and rock waves, menchanting with majestic and solemn harmonies that Donis music is 
known for. Listen to a track. 

 
Also available: 
Donis: Ein Saulele Aplink Dangu 
DNGCD 38 / € 9,95 / 4770319525384 / label: Dangus / format: CD / Lithuania - Folk  
 

             
Various: Dangus Baltik Postfolk Alternative sampler 2018-2020 
DNG 65 / € 8,25 / 4770319525650 / label: Dangus / format: 2CD / Lithuania – Folk 

This compilation presents a selection of original postfolk and alternative music, released on the lable Dangus 
during 2018-2020. Tracks are taken from albums to reveal the variety and magic sounding of the unique Baltic 
scene, hidden between West and East Europe.  

             
Los Banis: Entre Dos 
SATKCD 251 / € 11,45 / 8435307606686 / label: Satelite K / format: CD / Spain – Flamenco 

Los Banis, a legend of flamenco rumba, famous for their catchy refrains, are releasing their next recording 
adventure. The new album is called 'Entre dos', which comes 7 years after the release of their latest album 
Viento y Arena (2012). Although the eighth studio album of the brothers Juan and Ramón Cortés is a totally 
new album, everything suggests that they will remain faithful to their own style, that sound 'Banis that 
everyone knows'. As they say themselves: "We have a different rhythm to the Catalan rumba. What we do 
is more rumba tango, aflamencada it is called". Listen to a track. 

             
Hirahi Afonso: Memento 
SATKCD 272 / € 11,45 / 8435307609298 / label: Satelite K / format: CD / Spain – Popular 

Accompanied by two great musicians, Pau Figueres (guitars) and Daniel Farran (percussions), together 
they invite you to meet a range of different musical styles played with the traditional Canarian instrument , 
the timple a 5-string plucked string instrument. This perfect alliance of the three young musicians forms a 
grand spectacle of sonorities that transfer the passion for music to its highest category. The album, 
produced by Hirahi Afonso himself, brings together his compositions, characterized by their own style, 
forming a set of themes of different nature and reflect different experiences of the musician himself 
throughout his life. Listen. 

             
Julian Schnemann & Friends: Caravan II 
JL 14 / € 11,95 / 0703123843027 / label: Just Listen Records / format: CD / Netherlands – Fusion 

This new CD by pianist Julian Schneemann & Friends is a good example of what you could call Dutch New 
Sound! Young musicians who push the boundaries of the musical domain and invent a new language. 
Schneemann started with a fusion of Arabic and Irish music, now three singers from India, Namibia and 
Syria are added. The adventure continues. Julian Schneemann sets out on a journey, ignoring borders 
altogether. Expect a breathtaking musical experience blended with European classical music and jazz. And 
with all these influences, in the end Caravan II tells a single story, as if it were an appeal for the power of 
diversity. Listen to a track. 

             
Nelia Safaie: Songs From The Lands Of Silence 
FXCD 464 / € 10,95 / 7041889646425 / label: Kirkelig Kulturverksted / format: CD / Iran – Traditional 

The Iranian singer-songwriter Nelia Safaie is making her debut this autumn with the album “Songs from 
Lands of Silence”.This album is a testimony to hope and light against a dark background. Nelia has written 
most of the songs herself. Her lyrics are about expectations of a new morning with pure rivers, fertile fields 
and waves of light, and about the yearning that always fills us all. Nelia Safaie is a student of the famous 
artist Mahsa Vahdat. Nelia presented two songs in the project “Songs in the Mist” in 2016, where also many 
other students of Mahsa Vahdat took part, among them Ooldouz Pouri whose debut album was released 
last year. Listen to a track. 
             
Kjetil Bjerkestrand: Stabat Mater 
FXCD 461 / € 10,95 / 7041889646128 / label: Kirkelig Kulturverksted / format: CD / Norway – Classical 

Kjetil Bjerkestrand presents a mass for the dead on his new album. For the first time in 40 years Kjetil 
Bjerkestrand has written a composition that has not been commissioned for a project. So what did he 
choose to write? A mass for the dead. This work has now been released, and it is a powerful, tremendously 
moving experience to listen to it. Arve Tellefsen (violin) and Live Maria Roggen (vocals) play key roles, 
surrounded by strings and electronics forming a colourful and dynamic landscape around them. Oystein 
Moen and Kjetil Bjerkestrand play Minimoog Voyager, and on strings we hear the Trondheim soloists led by 
their concert master Tino Fjeldli. The work has seven movements, and the old mass texts are performed in 
Latin and English.  
 

https://soundcloud.com/rasa-serra/donis-rasa-serra-2010-cd-kas
https://youtu.be/Nk3PGPMtP2s
https://youtu.be/CrGkvkWELvc
https://youtu.be/d0mekXNHNfE
https://youtu.be/FC-3nAf3Y5k
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Konogan An Habask &  Bernard Bizien: Dre Ar Vro 
PPR 29 / € 9,45 / 3359340163454 / label: Paker Prod / format: CD / France-Brittany – Folk 

This new project is the meeting of two generations of Breton musicians: Konogan an Habask (uilleann-pipes 
& whistles) and Bernard Bizien (guitar & bodhran). United in this album by their common passion for Breton 
music, Dre ar Vro (Through Brittany) presents a musical journey in Brittany, mixing traditional tunes and 
compositions. An original project by its form and artistic diversity. Konogan an Habask began music when 
he was a child. First with the bombarde, then as a teenager with the pipes and little bit later with the uilleann 
pipes. Bernard Bizien first steps on the guitar were with country blues and bluegrass. In the 80s he 
discovered the beauty and richness of Celtic music with Paul Salaun (flute) and Alan Cloître (uilleann 
pipes). Listen to a track. 

             
Paco Soto: Dos Mares 
YOUKALI 176 / 9,95 / 7713042413778 / label: Youkali Music / format: CD / Spain – Flamenco 

Paco Soto was born in Aguilas (Murcia) and raised in Tangier (Morocco). His mother says that he learned to 
sing before he learned to speak, although he had to wait until he was 9 years old to discover that his 
instrument was not the voice but the guitar. Between the singing of the mosques and the wind of the sea 
began his unique relationship with music. Music that smells of crossbreeding, flamenco and mint tea, two 
cultures, two seas. He released his first album 'Vida' in February 2017. A fresh album composed entirely by 
Paco, with the collaboration of masters such as Jorge Pardo or the Guadiana, as well as other promising 
young artists such as Sandra Carrasco. And now he released his new album 'Dos mares'. Listen. 

             
Patax: Putting Pepper On It 
YOUKALI 170 / € 9,95 / 7713042413402 / label: Youkali Music / format: CD / Spain – Popular 

Picking up the baton of Fusion greats like Weather Report, Chick Corea's Electric Band, Herbie Hancock, 
Sixum, and Zawinul Syndicate, PATAX includes the influences of Jazz artists such as Irakere, Wayne 
Shorter, Miles Davis, Hermeto Pascoal, and Paco de Lucia. They began with the ambitious goal of taking 
Fusion to a new place, where a communion between Flamenco, Funk, and Afro-Cuban influences is the key 
ingredient in a complex and magical recipe. It is rare to experience a percussionist assuming the leading 
role and composer's seat in a Jazz band. Jorge Perez, with both American and Spanish citizenships, 
presents a fascinating new mix that incorporates the blend of cultures with his outstanding knowledge of 
each of their roots. Listen to a track. 

             
Yrvis Mendez: Sabana Adentro 
YOUKALI 149 / € 9,95 / 7713042370767 / label: Youkali Music / format: CD / Venezuela – Popular 

A free expression of Afro-Venezuelan and Creole music with native roots of the aborigines of the Amazon. 
We can say that it is music with substance and social content, an original essence that is recycled and 
recreated with distance and enriched with the fusion of rhythms and genres such as jazz, soul and folk. His 
voice and song are offerings that reflect the communion between man, the cosmos and nature, his 
compositions are of encounters, extrasensory experiences full of emotion, reflection, roots, love and 
tenderness. Musician, bassist, arranger, composer and producer, he has travelled through many musical 
genres of the American and European scene with a successful career built on more than 25 years of work 
and study that has earned him respect and recognized awards. Teaser. 

             
Orquesta Nacional De Jazz De Espana: Jaleos 
YOUKALI 178 / € 11,45 / 7713042413792 / label: Youkali Music / format: 2CD / Spain – Jazz 

It has taken them ten years to record this album since the band was founded, but when they have done so it 
is clear that they have gone out on a limb risking a lot of effort. And as a whole it has to be said that it has 
come out very successful. 'Jaleos' is a tribute to classical Spanish music of popular roots, that is, to 
composers of the stature of Isaac Albéniz, Joaquín Turina and Enrique Granados, fundamentally, which is 
also a journey through the different cultures of Spain. The first CD is divided into the suite that gives title to 
the album and the tribute to Joaquin Turina in "Orgia de Libar". The second CD contains the tribute to 
Enrique Granados with the title "Jardin de Granados"; the tribute to Isaac Albeniz under the epigraph 
"Astur"; and the album ends with "Entre dos orillas". Listen. 

             
Thomas Mayeras Trio: Don’t Mention It (Out on Friday December 6th, 2019) 
CR 280 / € 10,45 / 0190759943229 / label: Cristal Records / format: CD / France – Jazz 

A highly acclaimed pianist of the younger generation, Thomas Mayeras captivates with his musicality and 
the richness of his melodic universe. On 'Don't Mention It' Thomas Mayeras confirms his talent as a 
composer by writing almost all the songs except Charles Trenet's 'La Mer', borrowed from the French 
repertoire and arranged by Thomas. Through the nine original compositions, the artist highlights the 
intimate dimension of his art while expanding his sound palette. Melodic, in 'Midnight Song' and 'Morning 
Ballade'. Rhythmic with the three-beat 'Late Summer Waltz', the Caribbean 'Bonaire' and the bossa nova 
'Kontarena'. Orchestral, with 'Don't Mention It' the eponymous title of the album. Teaser. 

             
George Colligan: Again With Attitude 
IYW 1015 / € 10,45 / 0888295889940 / label: Iyouwe Music / format: CD / USA – Jazz 

George Colligan is a New York based pianist, organist, drummer, trumpeter, teacher, and bandleader, who 
is one of the most original and compelling jazz artists of his generation. On ‘Again With Attitude’ the lineup 
is stellar: three distinguished journeymen, including bassist Buster Williams and drummer Lenny White, 
open to any possibility. And pianist George Colligan wrote most of the muisc here, which means they have 
solid material to work with. Listen to a track. 

https://youtu.be/_nmGB1oFxTA
https://youtu.be/78ZoxwQ6c4Y
https://youtu.be/5vB9ILvh618
https://youtu.be/XLfeQ_Y9O1Y
https://youtu.be/mtNxcK_qXrg
https://youtu.be/jCmdIrr2_gI
https://youtu.be/2LFJuJBuyHA
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Carolyn Fitzhugh: Living In Peace 
IYW 1010 / € 10,45 / 0888295862493 / label: Iyouwe Music / format: CD / USA – Jazz 

Carolyn Fitzhugh's soul-infused jazz vocals attain new heights with her release of 'Living in Peace'. 
Fitzhugh's second album also finds the Chicago native in esteemed company. Produced by Grammy 
nominee Mark Ruffin and given lush arrangements by state-of-the-art pianist and composer Amina Figarova, 
the recording features Figarova's working band, a murderer's row of major jazz musicians that includes tenor 
saxophonist Wayne Escoffery, guitarist Rez Abbasi, and drummer Rudy Royston, and, on one track, the 
legendary Freddy Cole. "I can't tell you what a thrill that was for me," says Fitzhugh. "When Mark asked me 
would I like to sing with Freddy Cole, I couldn't believe it." Teaser.  

             
The Curtis Brothers: Algorithm 
TRR 47 / €11,45 / 0609311393759 / label: Truth Revolution Records / format: CD / USA – Jazz 

While attempting to fuse mathematical ideas with the soul, "Algorithm" was written, with the sound of The 
Curtis Brothers Band in mind. "Algorithm", could be viewed as the sequel to the first release from The Curtis 
Brothers Band, "Completion of Proof", while still built in the spirit of the great Art Blakey and his "Jazz 
Messengers". "Algorithm" is best described in chapters. Each chapter is titled after a mathematical concept 
or term, with the exception of the chapters that are presented as tributes to The Curtis Brothers' mentors. 
Those chapters are "narrated" by the great Donald Harrison, Brian Lynch and Ralph Peterson respectively, 
three musicians who have helped to make The Curtis Brothers who they are today. Listen. 
 

Best Sellers Top 5 
1. Felix Lajko & Volosi: Felix Lajko & Volosi           FA 4252 
2. Aziza Brahim: Sahari        GBCD 83 / GBLP 83 
3. Jewish Monkeys: Catastrophic Life                 CD 179492 / LP 179491 
4. Andrea Motis & Joan Chamorro Quintet: Live at Jamboree Barcelona       SWIT 15 
5. Parno Graszt: Rolling Back – Mar Nem Szedulok          FA 4312 

 

REVIEWS 
Transglobal World Music Chart                 November 2019 
Aziza Brahim: Sahari             GBCD 83 / GBLP 83 
Mah Damba: Hakili Kélé         BUDA 860350 
Felix Lajko & Volosi: Felix Lajko & Volosi                FA 4252  
Baba Zula: Derin Derin              GBCD 82 / GBLP 82 
Boban Markovic Orkestar: Mrak                 FA 4242 
Kronos Quartet with Mahsa & Marjan Vahdat: Placeless FXCD 457 
Oum: Daba                   MDC 16 
Vedan Kolod: Wolf Path     (soon available) 
Melinda Balogh: Napkerek                  FA 4392 
Parno Graszt: Rolling Back                  FA 4312 
Espanje                              #4 October-December 2019 
Capullo de Jerez: Mi Musica          SATKCD 264 
Trinidad ‘La Trini’ Montero:  

Confesiones de una Diva       YOUKALI 168 
Chiki Lora: Ura           SATKCD 240 
Jazzism                                                    #5 2019 
Oumar Konate: I Love You Inna         CLECD 25 / CLELP 25 
Tita Nzebi: From Kolkata               VOC 8684 
Oum: Daba                   MDC 16 
Volkskrant                            11 November 2019 
Ustad Saami: God Is Not A Terrorist              GBCD 67 
 

Lust for Life                                     #95 2019 
Mah Damba: Hakili Kele         BUDA 860350 
Sirom: A Universe That Roasts Blossoms For A Horse 
             GBCD 79 / GBLP 79 
World Music Charts Europe                  November 2019 
Baba Zula: Derin Derin             GBCD 82 / GBLP 82 
Korjen: Sabur         PR 1 
Sirom: A Universe That Roasts Blossoms For A Horse 
Parno Graszt: Rolling Back                  FA 4312 
Melinda Balogh: Napkerek                  FA 4392 
Folk                         #3 September-November 2019 
Floating Sofa Quartet: Neighbourhood               GO 1218 
Tony Rose: Medicine Tunes              CRR 1824 
Spontus & Manu Sabate: Spontus & Manu Sabate     KR 8 
Heaven                                                   #6 2019 
Baro Drom: Nisba     MASOCD 99145 
La Macina: Nel Vivo Una Lunga Storia            SQLCD 86 
Otello Profazio: La Storia           SQLCD 105 
Marco Rovelli:  

Bella Una Serpe Con Le Spoglie D’Oro         SQLCD 101 
AdoRiza: Viaggio In Italia           SQLCD 126 
Oum: Daba                  MDC 16

LIVE 
75 Dollar Bill (tak:til – Glitterbeat Records) 
17/12/2019: Les Atelier Claus, Brussels (B) 
18/12/2019: De Koer, Ghent (B) 
Arifa (Mundus Productions) 
30/11/2019: De X, Leiden (NL) 
01/12/2019: Jazz Inverdan, Zaandam (NL) 
25/01/2020: De Regentes, Den Haag (NL) 
Bassekou Kouyate & Ngoni Ba (Outhere / Glitterbeat) 
29/11/2019: Muziekgebouw, Eindhoven (NL) 
30/11/2019: De Centrale, Ghent (B) 
Ifriqiyya Electric (Glitterbeat Records) 
01/12/2019: M4, Brussels (B) 
Lina_Raül Refree (Glitterbeat Records) 
16/01/2020: Eurosonic, Groningen (NL) 
30/05/2020: Ancienne Belgique, Brussels (B) 
Maria Emilia (PG Booking) 
06/12/2019: Muziekgebouw, Eindhoven (NL) 
07/12/2019: TivoliVredenburg, Utrecht (NL) 
08/12/2019: Theater de Steenakker, Haps (NL) 
08/12/2019: De Doelen, Rotterdam (NL) 

Nilza Costa (Sudio SoundLab) 
19/01/2020: Harmonie, Edam (NL) 
21/01/2020: Uffie’s Eetcafe, Zutphen (NL) 
24/01/2020: Aleph Bookshop, Utrecht (NL) 
26/01/2020: Chez Franz, Brussels (B) 
Oum (Music Development Company) 
26/02/2020: Philharmonie, Luxembourg (L) 
27/02/2020: Bimhuis, Amsterdam (NL) 
28/02/2020: TivoliVredenburg, Utrecht (NL) 
05/03/2020: Le Senghor, Brussels (B) 
Refugees for Refugees (Muziekpublique) 
07/01/2020: CC DE Brouckere, Torhout (B) 
08/02/2020: CC Braine, L’Alleud (B) 
Tamala (Muziekpublique) 
08/12/2019: Bunderkunst,'s-Heer Arendskerke (NL) 
Trupa Trupa (Glitterbeat Records) 
07/12/2019: Upon The My Of My Festival, Nijmegen (NL) 
11/12/2019: Vera, Groningen (NL) 
Vardan Hovanissian & Emre Gültekin (Muziekpublique) 
06/12/2019: Salle Philharmonique, Liege (B)

 
Onze handeling wordt verzorgd door Central. U kunt onze producten bestellen via 
Tel: 072 - 567 3030 / e-mail: central.distribution@musicwords.nl of via Phononet. 

https://youtu.be/YMNetGBoVdA
https://youtu.be/WMn53BuA7KM
mailto:central.distribution@musicwords.nl

